Problem: When you create a link in Angel, Angel searches for the word, not the object.

Situation: Let's say that I am in my unit (Chapter 32) and I've created an "instructor comments" line concerning the unit in my main folder. (See Example 1.) All I want in my main folder is an outline of the unit. I've created a separate subfolder to hold pages (i.e., the content) for "Objectives," "Comments," "Today's Lecture," "Today's Quiz," and other things. (See Example 2.)

Example 1 (Main Folder)

Example 2 (Subfolder)

If the name of your comments in the subfolder is "Comments" and that's also the same name you've used in the subfolder of every unit, when you make the link and click on it, Angel will take you to this window.

Angel looks for the word "Comments." You can see that I've used that word many times. However, do you see that the fourth, fifth, and sixth items are indistinguishable? Which one do I want? I don't know because they're in separate folders and the folders are not identified in this window.

Solution: Give the comments page in my subfolder a unique name. In my list to the left, every one is unique and valid except the 4th, 5th, and 6th.